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INCREASE YOUR REACTIVITY
BY DEPLOYING YOUR SERVICE DESK
Landpark, comprehensive IT Asset Tracking and ITIL Help Desk solutions

LANDPARK HELPDESK

« Increase your reactivity
by deploying your service
desk with Landpark Helpdesk
extended more largely to your
company complete infrastructure.
Landpark Helpdesk - a full solution allowing you to manage any
request, any change, any intervention and technical support can quickly help you to reduce
costs ... »
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INCREASE YOUR REACTIVITY BY DEPLOYING A HELPDESK SYSTEM
All the technical data collected by Landpark Inventory - all data analyzes incorporated in Landpark
Manager, your IT asset management system - all this information must finally enable you to set up the
helpdesk service best appropriate for your company. Being interfaced with your incidents and configurations database in order to help your helpdesk team to support users, your goals now is to find fast
solutions to increase your company's productivity.
A helpdesk management extended more largely to your company complete infrastructure.
The notion of the helpdesk can be much broader and must enable you to support other technical
equipment (telephony, office needs, car management, etc…) : who currently solves technical problems from a simple Access base or from an Excel file? Landpark Helpdesk enables you to effectively
carry out your support management on your material as well as on your software and brings you a
perfect economic control. Compare for example the cost of the people assigned to the support user

Landpark
Helpdesk
Issue-tracking
software - increase your
reactivity by deploying
your service desk with
Landpark Helpdesk

with the profit of productivity obtained by the reduction of the unavailability of your Pc’s. The choice
of a efficient helpdesk software is justified if a person does not arrive any more to ensure dataprocessing maintenance. In terms of investment returns, savings are very quickly visible.
Landpark Helpdesk is located in the center of your data processing management systems.
It is essential to make communicate through Internet information from materials, networks and software’s inventories. Landpark Helpdesk makes cooperate all information through your various sites and
brings you services managing your interventions, whatever the workload of your technical support.
While optimizing your users support with less significant number of calls, your technical support team
will be able to optimize its work while concentrating on more complex problems. It is essential to make
communicate through Internet information from materials, networks and software’s inventories. Landpark Helpdesk makes cooperate all information through your various sites and brings you services
managing your interventions, whatever the workload of your technical support. While optimizing your
users support with less significant number of calls, your technical support team will be able to optimize its work while concentrating on the more complex problems.
A strategic choice for better user support.
100% Navigator Landpark Helpdesk brings you an effective tool for helpdesk management and resolution of incidents. Starting from 50 users, Landpark Helpdesk provides you the ideal tool to help rapidly your technical support.
Landpark Helpdesk effectively contributes thus to reduce and your helpdesk costs, and the total cost
of exploitation of your workstations.
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LANDPARK HELPDESK - CHOOSE THE BEST ADAPTED HELPDESK TOOL
►Request directly made by users:
 Tree search with problem-related keywords,
 Ability to attach files or forms to request.
►Request made on behalf of users:
 Objects linked to the user,
 Change priorities according to access rights,
 Attach files to requests.

►Request made by emails:
 Several types of email templates (with LandPark HelpMail) containing free text or optional variables

can be set up and received by Landpark Helpdesk.
►Automated scheduling:
 The automated scheduling feature allows you to assign one or more technicians to a given request

type,
 Tickets that are marked for automated scheduling are automatically assigned to the right technician or

supplier.

Landpark Helpdesk is
the ideal issue-tracking
software for your support team

►Searching list of tickets by status:
 Displays the expected lead time, the opening time and processing time when closed,
 Problems and related solutions,
 Remote control.

►Technician schedules:
 Technician schedule, technical group schedule or suppliers with recurring tasks,
 Schedule can be exported to Outlook,
 Calendar views by day, week or month.

While optimizing your

►Predefined messages are sent according to event types:

users support with less

 Messages are automatically sent via email depending on the event,
 Possibility of forwarding messages to newsgroups.

significant number
of calls your technical
support team will be
able to optimize its work
while concentrating
on more complex
problems

►Closing the ticket:
Ability to specify a resolution type and an action type when closing,
Ability to suspend the ticket, mark it for callback or escalation,
Report is fed to the knowledge base,
Detailed ticket history.






►Searching for a solution:
 To provide users with a basic (level 1) knowledge base,
 To provide support teams with a technical (level 2) knowledge base,
 Attach solutions and related forms to help users and technicians.

►Searching for items that are associated with each user:
 Access all the computer items or Non-IT items with their details linked to each user, as well as

detailed request history.
►Searching for items in your database:
 Complete search for IT or Non-IT items using the Landpark Manager database, returning detailed

object information.
►Memos and alerts for overdue tickets:
 Alert by memo or by email alarm for overdue tickets,
 Suspension or reassignment of tickets to other support technicians or suppliers.

►Ticket History:
 By keyword, by status, by technician or supplier, etc. in the solution or equipment tree,
 Full ticket details can be exported to Excel.
► Queries:
 Predefined SQL queries exportable to Excel.
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►Statistics:
 Uses predefined templates.
 Statistics are exportable to various formats.
►Polls and surveys:
 Feedback polls,
 User surveys.

►Automated escalation:
 Automated escalation allow certain types of requests to be related to other requests in order to

undergo an escalation,
 The chaining of problems is not limited to two types of problems: you can link as many types

of problems as you wish. You can for instance specify that a request for printer cartridges should be
linked and escalated to a request for paper.
►Project management:
 Allows you to keep track of your ongoing projects. Projects can be assigned to specific locations,
 Project tasks can be dispatched to different user groups and are displayed in a Gantt chart.

With Landpark
Helpdesk you will be
able to respond to an
increasing number
of requests without
having to increase your
technical support teams

►Technicians management:
 Schedule and skills management in terms of incident resolution.

►Managing groups of technicians:
 Management by geographical groups or skill groups.

►Absence management:
 With immediate view of the schedule.

►Priority Management:
 Priorities are assigned to organizations / locations.
►Problems and solutions settings:
 With files, links and attached forms,
 Lead time, priority and keywords,
 Assignment to technician responsible or supplier for solving the problem.
►Ticket code settings:
 With a resolution type that can be assigned to an organization and possible action type.

►Preferences:
 Email alerts for overdue requests, default schedule view, schedule overbooking and backdating,

permission to schedule ticket operations prior to their date of creation.
►Access rights:
 Immediate support from us to help you set up helpdesk permissions.

►Company profile settings:
 Quickly configure various settings from a dashboard.

►Activate display filters when users make requests:
 To filter the types of requests that a user can display in various treeviews according to his/her

profile, upon sending a request (e.g display only computer support requests, or requests for
consumables, etc.).
►News Settings:
 News can be assigned to categories by posting announcements in Landpark Helpdesk’s main

menu.
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LANDPARK HELPDESK CAN QUICKLY HELP YOU TO REDUCE COSTS
Our technology will bring to users and administrators an efficient technical support, consequently allowing you a better management and a maximum visibility. Without any software to be installed, you
can consult any equipment through the Internet: incidents management, support and requests management, management in term of contracts associated with your equipment, analyzes in real time of
your needs, statistics by nature and cause, etc… You will be able to reach desired information: equipment identification and their technical compositions collected through the inventory, identification of all
the software installed, access to the knowledge database, etc…
Landpark Helpdesk enables you to manage with effectiveness your users support. It is essential to
make communicate through Internet all your information. Landpark Helpdesk positions itself like the

With Landpark
Helpdesk

new reference as regards to a total management of your data-processing systems. Its simple and
intuitive use allows fast implementation an immediate adhesion on behalf of your users.
Your administrators and your technical support teams must know with precision information proces-

your technical support

sing systems which they manage in a daily way:

teams will know with

 Installation/reinstallation of material and software,

precision information

 Configuration, technical problems and breakdown services,

processing systems

 Users support.

which they manage
in a daily way

Often confronted with an increasingly complex environment and often on distant sites, Landpark Helpdesk offers a solution enabling to manage effectively each change, each intervention and each technical support. This true support center is entirely accessible by Internet and offers you the possibility to
organize:
 The automatic transfer to your technical support of any request,
 A management of those requests according to several qualification levels, together with maximum

deadlines for answers or procedures according to their type and allowing to optimize resolutions,
 A better management of your personal movements,
 An immediate consultation of the material descriptions, software and licenses installed, guarantee

or maintenance contracts,
 A dynamic management of your needs.

LANDPARK HELPDESK - A FULL SOLUTION ALLOWING YOU
TO MANAGE ANY REQUEST, ANY CHANGE, ANY INTERVENTION
AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT
This efficient support center is entirely accessible through the Internet and allows you to manage your
users and your computers. Landpark Helpdesk is a multi-company tool and makes it possible according to parameter settings to share all information from your data processing systems - or on the
contrary - to control access to information in order to have your support teams to work in a completely
autonomous way.
Landpark Helpdesk will make it possible for your users to send automatically their requests for assistance to the support center. This request can be extremely precised and point out to concerned material and software
6
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The request must be validated either by the service of Hot-Line, or by a person in charge. The
goal being to filter the real request for intervention of that not requiring technician intervention.
Accessible 24 hours a day, Landpark Helpdesk makes it possible each one of your users to
reach your support. Thanks to our technology, it will be then easy for them to send their requests
and to follow up in real time their resolution.
The software interface through the Internet makes it possible to take into account any request
and this from any Pc station. The technician can constantly:
 Consult a database for recurring problems and advises,

Landpark Helpdesk
brings a maximum
visibility and operates
a better control of your

 Consult materials configuration during its intervention,
 Bring new modifications (interventions, length, resolutions,…),
 Update in real time the database.

The technical support can then manage requests, who will be in charge for resolving this intervention according to several qualification levels, together with deadlines or procedures to be

personal movement

observed in order to optimize different steps of resolutions. Landpark Helpdesk brings a maxi-

through various

mum visibility and operates a better control of your personal movement through various loca-

locations

tions.
Once the request will be assigned to a technician, a message (time necessary, name of the person in charge for resolving the problem, follow-up of the file…) is automatically sent through
email. Users can then have an immediate vision of their problem and will know progress concerning its resolution.
Landpark Helpdesk makes it possible moreover to your technical support team to visualize inventories and to reach centralized data information in order to operate an immediate consultation:
 Material descriptions,
 Installed software and licenses,
 Guarantee and maintenance contracts,
 Suppliers information's,
 A dynamic managing for your needs.

To be more effective, Landpark Helpdesk constantly enables you to consult the entire requests
for control and corresponding answers, this by bringing answers having already been treated.
Moreover, Landpark Helpdesk constantly enables you to consult daily, weekly or monthly technicians planning. Landpark Helpdesk also allows submitting requests to suppliers, having their
own planning. A request may be attached to a problem into the database which must contain
several types of information:
 The definition by family of the encountered problem along with its solutions,
 Timing assigned to the resolution of this problem,
 Priority affected to the intervention according to the selected problem,
 The definition by key word and fast research by wording,
 The description of the problem,
 The affectation of this problem to a technician or a group of technicians.

Once you have organized your databases, you can give or not to users access to your recurring
problems and resolution database and brings them immediately advices in order to solve by
themselves several problems instead of submitting them to your helpdesk.
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Landpark Helpdesk
helps you manage
service requests
efficiently
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REQUESTS MADE ON BEHALF OF USERS
(CASE N° 1)

Tickets that can be more
precised about the nature
of the problem, the
concerned equipment and
the technical details
of the equipment

A request may be attached to a user
and should contain several types
of information:

► Priority: priority assigned to the
request according to the selected
problem or changed by Hotliners.

► Problem: selection of the problem
(mandatory).

► Checkbox: no location is desired /
allow to not connect the material and
its location to a request. An icon provides access to the information of the PC
belonging to the user.

► Affected material: this TreeView provides a list of all inventoried equipment and
their respective location (useful if the user
calls for a PC other than the one assigned
to him).
► Detailed material: this TreeView
displays the components of the selected
item. By default, this window displays a list
of items that are assigned to the user.
► Description: free zone containing information / details about the problem.

► All the data displayed in Landpark
Helpdesk are shown into the information screen of the user requesting.
► This results in the creation of
a request for assistance and not
a ticket. This avoids congestion of the
tickets by unjustified requests.

► Details: free zone for comments
and clarifications.
► Attachments: You can attach one
or more files attached to this request.
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IDENTIFICATION OF THE USER
(CASE N°1)

Complete information
on all items related
to your employees

► This screen allows the identification
of the user by selecting him in the list
if he is a person contained in the users
database, or by entering the necessary
information about him if this user is not
recorded.
In this case, you will have to specify
his location into the TreeView service
location.

This list will contain only users of the
identified company.
► A search by name, phone, position
is proposed to save time.
► If the user wants to create a request
of its own, he goes straight to the screen
of next step (case # 2). The Caller ID
is automatic.

► A selection of the company to which
he belongs is possible from the ComboBox in the header.
ComboBox that contains a list
of companies related to the profile
of the person connected.
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REQUEST DIRECTLY MADE BY USERS
(CASE N°2)

A service desk easy
to use with a friendly
user interface

A request may be sent directly by the
user with limited rights. He is required
to complete:
► Problem: selection of the problem
(mandatory).
The user may also, if desired complete:
► Description: free zone containing
information / details about the problem.
► Attachments: the user can attach
one or more files attached to this
request.
In any case, the user can not change
the priority assigned to this request.

► Automatic assignment: assignment
of a request compared to a skill.
In addition, when assigning a ticket technicians able to take in charge this type of
ticket are shown in blue color.
► Automated escalation: escalation
in the concept of the distribution of tasks
or tickets is available (cf. task 1 = PC
installation, then task 2 = software installation, then task 3 = network installation,
etc ...).
► Workflow: this notion is also available
to handle long-running tasks and to inform the user regarding the progress and
the level of the resolution of the project.
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REQUEST MADE BY AN EMAIL
(CASE N°3)
Landpark HelpMail Landpark HelpMail allows emails to be sent
in the list of requests of Landpark Helpdesk
The Landpark HelpMail service allows to
create a request/demand in Landpark Helpdesk from sending an email.
Landpark HelpMail
allows you to receive
your emails into the
list of requests, in
order to manage them
more effectively
through Landpark
Helpdesk

Landpark HelpMail Param is a tool that makes it easy to edit options files settings of
Landpark HelpMail. It allows to configure:
► The connection string to the Landpark
database,
► Defaults values to be used if they can not
be deduced from the email,
► Settings of the mail server,
► Settings of Landpark HelpMail service.
Landpark HelpMail also allows to start and
stop the Landpark HelpMail service easily.
Note that it is preferable to associate with the
Landpark HelpMail service a user with rights
to write to the event log file, this in order to
log eventually a malfunction of the application.
Two types of e-mail are currently managed
by the application:
► Standard emails: a standard email is a
simple e-mail that the user send. In this case
the content of the email is fully included in
the description field of the request when received into Landpark Helpdesk. If the sender
of the email is already an identified user into
Landpark Helpdesk, then he will be defined
as the requester. For the problem and the
location associated with the request, default
values will be used.
► Types emails: types emails are emails in
which we defined tags and where various
fields of the request are to be filled. The text
between the opening tag and the closing tag
will be associated with the corresponding
field. Tags currently supported by the application are:

<nomDemandeur></nomDemandeur>
<prenomDemandeur></prenomDemandeur>
<telDemandeur></telDemandeur>
<emailDemandeur></emailDemandeur>
<probleme></probleme>
<nomLocalisation></nomLocalisation>
<description></description>
<precisions></precisions>
<infostech></infostech>
Tags about the user may be used to create a
request for a non-identified user. If an item in
a tag can not be identified in the database
then the default value will be used.
It is not recommended to mix in an email
containing parts tags and parts containing
portions of text.
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TICKETS IN PROGRESS

Tickets are assignable
either internally to
a technician or group
of technicians from
your company or externally to a supplier

► After its creation (case # 1), the request
must be validated either by the hotline team
or by a manager. The goal is to filter the actual request from those not requiring the intervention of a technician.
► This list provides the ability to search
a ticket according to several criteria (code
user name, date, text, ...). Depending on the
request status, some data can be modified
or not.
► Once validated, a request can not be anymore changed and generates a ticket. At this
level, the life cycle of the ticket operation
begins.

► When viewing the ticket and according to its status, possibilities will be
offered such as planning, scheduling
cancellation, ticket cancellation, writing
the ticket report, viewing problem and
its solutions (possibility to create a new
solution), and viewing ticket history.
An access to user information and
to the original ticket is proposed.
► When assign the ticket to a planning,
two options available: either internally
to a technician or group of technicians
of your company or externally to a supplier.

► A processing date limit is calculated based
on the priority of the ticket.
If the date limit of the ticket is exceeded
an alarm is activated and accessible in the
memo menu for the hotliner responsible
and sent too by email.
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AUTOMATIC AFFECTATION TO PLANNING

► This feature allows you to automatically planify interventions when validated.
Automatic assignments are made for this
type of ticket, that is to say that for a given type of ticket, we assign it automatically to a specific technician.
► Thus, this screen shows the setting for
automatic assignment that was assigned
to Jim Boyd for « printer jam » ticket .
This means that any ticket « printer jam »
may be automatically assigned to Jim
Boyd.

► In addition, to allow a sufficient period
of time between the ticket validation and
its automatic assignment, we can specify
a delay between the first availability of the
technician and the automatic assignment.
► In the list of tickets, any application
susceptible to be affected / automatically
scheduled, will be indicated by an icon.

► In order not to overload the planning of
a technician, you can specify a threshold
above which the intervention will not be
automatically scheduled.
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VALIDATION CHAINS

► In addition to the existing validation
step for a request, Landpark Helpdesk
provides the ability to create validation
chains process, that is to say, we may
specify the persons responsible for the
validation of a request of a certain type.
► In the example above, we have set
a validation process to ensure that any
request type 'budget request' is validated
by 2 persons that appears in this list. These two persons will accept and validate
this 'budget request'.

► Whenever one of these people
validate the request, an email notification is sent to the next person called to
validate the next step. In our previous
example, when the second person
approves the request, it is finally validated and thus triggers the creation
of an intervention.
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VIEW ALL YOUR TICKETS IN PROGRESS
Open:
intervention following
a validated request and
must be assigned to
a technician, a group of
technicians or
a supplier

Scheduled:
assigned to treatment
response

On hold:
Intervention suspended
in its treatment

Closed:
closed ticket

Resumed:
closed ticket but requires verification
of proper operation

Canceled:
Intervention finally canceled but to keep for your
analyzes and statistics

Confirmed:
This level is validated through
monitoring the helpdesk activity
where different actors or companies are responsible or concerned for monitoring and validate
tickets

Alert level contracts: a new tab 'Contracts' has been added
and allows to see all contracts that have been expired and
related to hardware/software attached to this ticket.
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DETAILED VIEW OF TICKETS IN PROGRESS

Data: request details

Problem and related
solutions :
associated with this
type of request with
attachments

History of the ticket

Estimated time
Mean time on this
type of ticket
Travel time

Report: established when closing the ticket by the technician in
charge (can be recorded too as a new solution)

Total time
Task duration
Equipment: related
along with the request

Remote control

Contracts related to material : with alerts when overdue.
Measuring equipment incidents impact on users: this feature allows
technician to see which users are affected too by a request already sent.
Technicians may the send notification by email.
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TECHNICIANS AND SUPPLIERS SCHEDULES
Recurrence

A detailed schedule

Planning exportable vers Outlook

of all your actions and
tickets (technician
schedule, technical
group schedule suppliers schedule) with
calendar views by
day, week and month
(schedule can be
exported to Outlook)

The screen above shows the planning
of a ticket.
The scheduler , if there is one, will then
choose a day and then select either
a group of technicians, one technician
or a supplier (according to its skill associated with the type of ticket and
a color).
If selected a group, he can assign the
ticket to a selected group of technicians
(the person in charge of the group may
assign it again to one of its technicians).
The ticket will be automatically assigned
and taken into account into the technician planning.
Its status « Open » goes to « Scheduled
» status.
If the remaining work time is less than
the time required for treatment of this
ticket, planning will therefore be rejected.

On this screen, authorized persons may:
► View the daily planning of group
of technicians,
► View the daily planning of a technician with a list of tickets planified
during the day,
► View the 7 days schedule
of a technician,
► View the current month planning
of a technician,
► Schedule, reschedule, cancel
planning,
► Reach the detailed description
of the ticket,
► Assign multiple technicians (internal
or external) to the same ticket,
► Assign to a supplier planning.
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PREDEFINED MESSAGES ARE SENT
ACCORDING TO EVENT TYPES

► At each event (request saved, request validated, request canceled, request modified
intervention scheduled, planning canceled, intervention suspended, intervention closed
intervention cons-fenced, intervention in second call, intervention canceled, intervention
modified, intervention requalified), pre-configured messages are emailed automatically
to each of the recipients involved, with broadcast copies for managers and the possibility
for a same event to broadcast a different message depending on the company / location.
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ENTERING THE TICKET REPORT

Effective ticket
reporting with their type
of resolution and their
entries in the knowledge
base

Resolution type :
what action has been
taken to perform this
intervention?
Action type :
what action / contract to
be used / rebill as cost
center, etc. ....
to perform this
intervention?

After perform the intervention, technician
must enter his report. Several options
are then available to him:

► Positioning the intervention in consfenced, specifying the date to the user
who opened the ticket,

► Enter a note invisible to the user who
opened the ticket,

► Classify the intervention into the
category of resolution type,

► Enter the report without changing
the status of the intervention, and without
changing the date and the actual duration,

► Register the report as a new solution into the knowledge base: accessible to all (level 1), only accessible to
technicians (level 2),

► Close the intervention including
the resolution type,

► For each action performed or on
each event regarding the ticket, an
information message is sent by email
to the user who opened the ticket.

► Reassign the intervention (creating
a new request following the first / the two
are linked),
► Suspend the intervention, specifying
the processing deadline for treatment,
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MEMOS AND ALERTS FOR OVERDUE TICKETS

► Memos allow you to either schedule a task of your own, or to be notified that the ticket is out of time (also available by email). It is also possible to be notified before the intervention goes to its term in order to escalate it or to assign it to another technician.

► Helpdesk administrators can now indicate whether they wish to be
informed of the different alert thresholds regarding the intervention.
Alert thresholds are calculated from the due date of an intervention
and are set at 25%, 50% and 75% of maturity.
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ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE BASES (USERS = LEVEL 1
AND TECHNICIANS = LEVEL 2)

► You can have your users to access a knowledge base (level 1) to allow them to seek themselves one
or more solutions with links or attachments.
► This accessibility (level 1 or level 2) is precised when you define a solution to a problem.
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RESEARCH ON TICKETS HISTORY

► Complete and detailed research of all interventions history (by user,
by keyword, by date by
status, by technician by
location, by problem
etc ... ) and can be exported to Excel.
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QUERIES

Queries through the Internet
exportable to Excel
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STATISTICS

Detailed Statistics
on your tickets exportable on several formats
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SURVEYS AND POLLS

Surveys
Make your own
polls and surveys
through multiple
choice, single
choice or free
response asked
to your users.
You can then observe the result of
these surveys and
polls as statistical
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FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRES

► In addition to existing surveys, we can now bind feedback questionnaires to certain type
of request, that is to say that we can obtain a feedback form questionnaire from the user when
the ticket is closed.
► The above screen shows a survey related to customer satisfaction for intervention on « copier »:
This means that any request 'Copier' will result in a return of information from the user at the closing. The above image shows the link that appears after the closing. The link takes the user
to a questionnaire page. The feedback questionnaire can be as short or detailed as you want.
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AUTOMATED ESCALATION

Request of type A

Request of type A after escalation

► Automatic escalations allow you to configure your helpdesk in order that certain types of requests
becomes related to other requests, this to easily operate a functional escalation.
► For example, a problem (or request) of type A may be related to a problem of type B, so that at the
end of an intervention, the application will create a new request with a problem of type B. The technician
can then confirm to validate and create a second request.
► Note that the chaining of problems, thanks to automatic escalation, is not limited to two types
of problems: you can link as many types of problems that we want.
► The image above shows a setup page, in which it was specified that a request for « netwok incident
on server » should be linked and escalate to « budget request ».
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WORKFLOW / PROJECT MANAGEMENT

► This feature allows you
faster and more efficient
projects management. For
each project, you can designate one or more persons
to create a multitude of tasks
with different status and a list
of participants. You can also
specify for a task a list of pre
-requisite tasks.
► You can view your project
graphically and get in an
instant, a clear and concise
vision of the progress of the
project and a detailed description of each task.
► You can also get a calendar project planning according to its starting date to its
tasks (depending on their
duration and their combos).
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ACCESS TO DATA FROM YOUR ASSET MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE - LANDPARK MANAGER

Full detail of materials
and Non-IT assets
attached to the user

Full detail of materials
linked to the request

Full data from your asset management software, Landpark Manager
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ACCESS TO DATA FROM YOUR ASSET MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE - LANDPARK MANAGER

Full detail of the
network equipment
linked to the PC

Full detail of each
network elements
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ACCESS TO DATA FROM YOUR ASSET MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE - LANDPARK MANAGER

Full detail of installed
software

Full detail of all contracts
linked to the item
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ACCESS TO DATA FROM YOUR ASSET MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE - LANDPARK MANAGER

Full detail of all tickets
opened on this item

Planning of suppliers
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ACCESS TO DATA FROM YOUR ASSET MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE - LANDPARK MANAGER

Full search for all items
contained into the asset
management database
Landpark Manager

Full search for all items
attached to users
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SETTINGS

Settings technicians
regarding their
availability and skills

Settings groups
of technicians skill group
or geographical group
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SETTINGS

Settings suppliers
for requests

Settings unavailability
that will appear in red in
the schedule
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SETTINGS
Settings knowldege
base with attachments
and links for resolution,
priorities, estimated
time, keywords, problem description, attached form to the request and selection of
qualified technicians

Settings priorities
which may be different
depending on the chosen location of your
interventions
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SETTINGS

Settings requests
code number and
prefix

Settings displays
alerts, calendar views
type of scheduling
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SETTINGS

Settings resolution
types when closing
tickets

Settings action types
when closing tickets
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SETTINGS

Settings users and
technicians profiles
and rights

Quick settings
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SETTINGS

Settings request type
filter
To filter the types of
request that a given
user can be displayed
when he send a request.
The treeview displayed
will be then displayed
according to the types
of requests you will
allowed him.
This feature allows you
to organize your support for different family
requests (eg list and
display for users a
treeview of problems
and solutions for telephony, industrial equipment, hospital, etc..).
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SETTINGS

Settings news
categories of news
by company or location are
created in which we
display them in the main
menu

News displayed in the
main menu
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